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PREFACE
... what would have happened had Shakespeare had a
wonderfully gifted sister, called Judith, let us
say .•. She was as adventurous, as imaginative, as
agog to see the world as he was. But she was not
sent to school. She had no chance of learning
grammer and logic, let alone of reading Horace
and Virgil.
She picked up a book now and then,
one of her brother's perhaps, and read a few
pages. But then her parents came in and told
her to mend the stockings or mind the stew and
not moon about with books and papers ... Perhaps
she scribbled some pages up in an apple loft on
the sly, but was careful to hide them or set fire
to them. Soon, however, before she was out of
her teens, she was to be betrothed to the son of
a neighbouring woolstapler. She cried out that
marriage was hateful to her, and for that she was
severely beaten by her father ... She made up a
small parcel of her belongings, let herself down
by a rope one summer's night and took the road
to London. She was not seventeen. The birds
that sang in,the hedge were not more musical
than she was. She had the quickest fancy, a gift
like her brother's, for the tune of words. Like
him, she had a taste for the theatre. She stood
at the stage door; she wanted to act, she said.
Men laughed in her face.
The manager ... guffawed.
He bellowed something about poodles dancing and
women acting--no woman, he said, could possibly
be an actress. He hinted--you can imagine what.
She could get no training in her craft. Could
she even seek her dinner in a tavern or roam the
streets at midnight? Yet her genius was for
fiction and lusted to feed abundantly upon the
lives of men and women and the study of their
ways ... at last Nick Greene the actor-manager took
pity on her; she found herself with child by that
gentleman and so--who shall measure the heat and
violence of the poet's heart when caught and
tangled in a woman's body?--killed herself one
winter's night and lies buried at some cross-roads
where the omnibuses now stop ...
Virginia Woolf, A Room of
One's Own (New York: Harcourt,
Brace & Co., 1929), pp. 80-84.
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ABSTRACT

FEMINIST THEATRE IN THE LOS ANGELES AREA
by
Rosemarie Lillian Bern
Master of Arts in Theatre

The purpose of this study was to investigate and
compile imformation on feminist theatre in the Los
Angeles area during the last decade.

The study includes

a brief background of the women's movement and its
influence on the rise of feminist theatre.

The charac-

teristics of feminist theatre, including form, content,
audience relationship and process are discussed.

Dis-

criptions of feminist theatre groups, which are defined
as those which have been formed for the express purpose
of changing the negative image of women in theatre, are
given, as well as descriptions of productions dealing
with a feminist theme.
'Ihe research questions explored include attempting
to find the reason feminist theatre came about.

v

Did it

result from women's frustration as professional theatre
people or the treatment of women in the theatre industry
and the depiction of women as subjects in dramatic
literature?

Another question had to do with the charac-

teristics of feminist theatre and how it differs from
traditional theatre.

Other questions included how women

managed to start their own theatre groups on their own
terms; how some groups managed to survive while others
collapsed; what changes have taken place during the
decade; and what is the future of feminist theatre.
This thesis includes an examination of a representative sampling of feminist theatre groups in the Los
Angeles area and their productions, as well as some of
the women involved in them.

The feminist art movement,

including performance art, is discussed, as well as the
suggested impact feminist theatre will have on society.
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Chapter I
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM

Feminist theatre is neither a well-understood nor
easily studied subject.

Research has not been extensive,

probably due to the fact that groups and their members
often are difficult to locate or contact.
are unstable.

Many companies

Some form, produce a play and disappear;

others remain imactive for months, only to reorganize and
begin again.
homes. 1

Many have no permanent organizations or

The Synthaxis Theatre, for example, has regrouped

in several locations over the past seven years.

In

addition, media coverage of feminist theatre is slim.

"A

survey of general press coverage of 'women in theatre'
for the period of 1969-73 reveals a mindless scattershot
approach.

There has been little in general periodicals
2
beyond the topical."
Even feminist publications do not
regularly review productions, since their staffs usually
consist of volunteers whose main concern is getting out
information vital to political views and gatherings, at
their own expense, while putting in long, after-regularemployment hours.

Finally, changes in goals and values

often occur within a producing group.

For example, the

Ventura Feminist Theatre began as a feminist group and
moved toward what is regarded as huminist theatre. 3
Several articles located through Women's Studies

1

2

Abstracts provided some good background material.

Other

articles that came to the author's attention could not be
located, even through resource centers, since they
appeared in publications by small, short-lived presses.

A

fair amount of material was gathered directly from the
groups themselves, through correspondence and interviews
with their participants.
Articles on feminist theatre most commonly appear in
feminist publications, and generally they do not represent
in-depth studies on the subject.

Rather, they give

limited and superficial information about a great many
groups.

Very little information has appeared in non-

feminist media.
As with other specialized theatre groups, such as
Asian, Black, Chicano, the public needs to be aware of
the existence and goals of feminist theatre groups to see
their point of view and their relationship to theatre and
society in general.

This thesis will attempt to provide

introductory information on the subject.

Chapter II
THE FEMINIST MOVEMENT AND FEMINIST THEATRE

The Feminist Movement
Feminism is one of the basic movements for human
liberty. To view it in any less serious aspect,
to ridicule present-day feminism as the passing
fancy of a handful of malcontents, is to display a shocking ignorance of the history of
one half of the human race.l
A typical American woman of the early nineteenth
century had a predictable and well-ordered life.

Her

elementary education was about equal to that of her
brother, but no advanced study, except possibly finishing
school if her parents were wealthy, was deemed necessary.
She did not have to decide whether to train as a biochemist, dentist, secretary, nurse, librarian or director,
since such occupations either did not exist, or generally
were not open to women.

"Her training was designed to en-

able her to catch her man and to provide the necessary
elementary information for a housewife."

2

Although the

post-Civil War era saw some changes in women's status,
many factors contributed to their continuing discontent.
Today's feminist movement has a centuries-old tradition that brings a rich history to the struggle for
woman's equality.

The vast majority of women are unaware

of the great struggles and achievements of the widespread
women's movement in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries

3

4

and the part played by women in the French and American
Revolutions, the anti-slavery movement and the development
of organized labor.

Since they had little access to books

(and almost all of those were written by men distorting or
completely ignoring women's accomplishments), many people
feel that women have been deprived of their history--thus,
. group 1'd ent1ty.
.
3
th e1r
One phase of feminism, sometimes referred to as "old
feminism" to distinguish it from the present movement for
women's liberation, dates from about 1776.

The old femin-

ism had its origins in the eighteenth-century democratic
revolutions of the propertied middle-class and ended soon
after World War I.

The United States was the world center

of the old feminism, except for a brief period prior to
World War I when the focus shifted to the militant English
suffragists.

It was in the United States that the first

organized movement for women's freedom was founded in 1848.
From that time until after the turn of the century, European feminists observed the American movement closely. The
decline of feminism after the First World War is attributable to the eventual winning of suffrage, which had concentrated energy on this single issue, the postwar ecomonic
depression, the growing anti-feminist Freudianism, and the
development in Germany and the Soviet Union of authoritarian government which fostered male supremacist values.

4

Kate Millet describes the period from 1930 to 1960 as the

5

counter-revolution.
Suffrage was not the sole concern of old feminism.
Early feminists identified marriage as a primary instrument
of women's oppression because it forced them to be dependant on men.
hood."

There was also the pervasive theme of "self-

It was felt that the dominant male society sup-

pressed woman's individuality, inhibited her intelligence
and talent, and forced her to assume standards of appearance and personality that coincided with the masculine
ideal of how a woman should behave and look.

While the old

feminism did accomplish a significant change with the enactment of women's suffrage, it did not achieve goals related to other concerns.

The new feminism, on the other

hand, actively concerns itself with a broad spectrum of
discriminatory customs and laws: for example, abortion,
work, divorce and contraception.

Sexist practices in

educational, religious, military and governmental institutions have been challenged, and work on feminist
consciousness-raising is progressing.
Woman's existence has undergone profound changes in
the last few generations.

Medical advances, particularly

improved contraception, safer childbirth and abortion have
made possible woman's control of her own body.

Technolog-

ical developments have further mechanized domestic chores.
Larger numbers of women have received higher education
and expect a full role in society.

6

All these factors have affected the perspectives and
attitudes of women.

Millions of women throughout the

world are slowly groping their way toward a feminist identity.

It is felt that the feminist theatre can provide a

unique means of acquainting women with their history, of
exploring how they view themselves and the world, and of
_hastening the process of achieving their feminist identity.

The Feminist Art Movement
Understanding of the feminist theatre movement might
be enhanced by some preliminary discussion of feminism in
the arts.

Ruth Iskin, a feminist art historian, is an

editor and publisher of Chrysalis, a magazine of women's
culture.

She has been concerned with the feminist art

movement since the early 1970's, and co-founded Womanspace
and Womanspace Journal.

Leslie Labowitz, a performance

artist, co-founded Ariadne: A Social Network.

She has done

performance art in the United States and in Europe, spending four years in Germany and one in Spain as a Fulbright
scholar.

Both women are deeply involved in the feminist

art process.

When asked to define feminist art, Labowitz

states that much art coming out of the establishment is
self-destructive, exploitive and nihilistic.

"Feminist

art, on the other hand, is positive, life affirming, educative, socially responsible and easily accessible.
think that women artists are trying to make for a new

I
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future.

Their work really represents a hope in that; a way

of doing it; an alternative."

5

What the feminist movement has been doing is creating
its own terminology--new words to express women's experiences.

It is felt that the existing terms impose a

patriarchal structure on women's experiences.
Labowitz believes that in the United States, art does
not have any social connection because it does not connect
to social issues.

"Any art that has connections to a

person's life, to a movement, to the whole social structure
is not considered to be art, unless you call it social art.
In the sense that we are defining it, all art is social." 6
She prefers not to use the term social art but rather
feminist art, since it is easy to perceive it as leftist
propagandistic art from socialistic regimes, as Iskin, too,
suggests.

Iskin feels that feminist art may be defined as

social art even though "there really wasn't social art in
the sixties and seventies except for feminist art!
is not often understood what feminist art is."

But it

7

Labowitz believes it has to do with the contemporary
mode that art has been moving in since early 1900, which
was art for art's sake.

"Feminist art just knocked every-

body off their feet because feminist artists started talking about experience and about feeling and about content."
She also has pointed out that performance is a place
to generate forms, since it comes from a natural,

8

8

collective experience:
... part of the process of communicating to others
in this community of women has to do with speaking to other women, learning how to do that ...
The· point at which communication happens determines the success of the piece. The same thing
with images. When those images hit and communi9
cate, that is that determines the potency of it.
As a performance artist, Labowitz uses skills derived
from the visual arts, including numerous graphics.

She

does not use sound or conventional acting, and does not
consider herself an actress.

She uses movement in space,

as in sculpture, and uses the elements of painting.
Iskin feels that the sources of performance art, which
is a trend of the '70's, came from the earliest feminist
process--the consciousness-raising sessions.

This group

process allowed a certain individual expression of the
inner voice of each woman, and the context of that voice
became collective.

She says feminist art is a process of

healing and cleansing of painful material and has to do
with the interaction between women.

She goes on:

Performance is such a raw medium.
It involves
the bodies, our literal voices, our psyches and
experiences ... The movement of feminist performance ... is a movement from centering on yourself
to moving out into larger and larger circles in
the world.l0
On the subject of how performance becomes social art,
Labowitz states:
... the real coming together in the mass public
ritual is where you're able to create the

9

community there on the spot ... what a political or
social art form does is to transform or move people through experience ... You put people in a
place where they recognize a problem, you give
them information about the problems on an
emotional level and an intellectual level, and
then you move them through thinking and showing
them how they can do something about it.ll
Iskin feels that the movement of feminist art on the
West Coast was tied closely to performance.

She cites

Womanhouse, the first consciously-created feminist art
piece which happened in Los Angeles.

This environment,

created by a group of women in the feminist art program at
Cal Arts, included performance.

Prior to that, the Fresno

feminist ar.t program, started by Judy Chicago, included
performance as an important part.
The Woman's Building in Los Angeles, founded in 1973
by art historian Arlene Raven, graphic designer Sheila de
Bretteville, and artist Judy Chicago, was named after the
or~ginal

Woman's Building at the 1893 Chicago World's Fair,

and started as a home for the Feminist Studio Workshop.
The Woman's Building is a public center and educational
institution dedicated to the preservation and cultivation
of women's culture.

Labowitz believes that the situation

that exists there allows for the transformation of the
future images of women:
Here at the Woman's Building we aren't oppressed
and here we show what our images of power are
going to be. This is a way for our culture to
become strong.
I don't think that alone, as an
artist, I could really make as much impact.l2
Cheri Gaulke, of the Feminist Art Workers, based at

10

Woman's Building, also has developed a theory about
performance and collaboration:
One plus one equals three. What I mean by that is
when another artist and I create together what we
have as a result is much bigger even than the sum
of our collected work. Like the Christ image of
when two or more gather--an other is created. It
is spiritual.
It is feminist ... Art that destroys
isolation, that communicates and is collective-this is the new social art--this is what feminist
performance art is all about.
It is a transformation of culture in the strictest sense.l3

Feminist Theatre
Surveying the activities and issues of women in theatre
is an almost impossible task because there is so much
happening and so many changes are taking place.

These

changes cannot as yet be seen clearly in the more heavily
institutionalized and highly visible aspects of the field
(i.e., major repertory companies, university department
chairs,_ Broadway productions), but reform still can be
detected.

14

Outside the institutionalized theatre of the United
States, there is a revolution going on and women are playing
major roles in it.

The creation of feminist theatres and

the feminizing of existing theatre companies and playwriting
is part of a burgeoning theatre movement that encompasses
all races, ages-and cultures, and populations that theatre
has never before reached in this country, including those in
prisons, hospitals, Indian reservations and suburban

11 '

ghettos.

Not all of this is new, of course--for over a

century women have created theatre in settlement houses and
communities for the sake of the communities and for art,
. 1 purposes. 15
ra th er th an f or commerc1a

There is more of

this kind of activity going on now, however; and, although
recognition is slow in coming, it is finally beginning to
gain the visibility it deserves.
Because of the vitality of the past decade of the
feminist movement, people are looking as never before at the
ways in which theatre re.flects and aff·ects the situations
and actions of women in American society.

Women's Studies'

programs are building across the country, and courses entitled "Women in Theatre"~are beginning to appear. 16
Although little has yet been written about the feminist
theatre movement, Linda Jenkins' investigation yields some
interesting information.

Besides the explorations of

theatre from a feminist perspective within academia and
proliferating fen1inist companies, there has been concern
with the new theatrical language of women's experiences:
A few years ago the male editor of a prestigious
theatre journal dubbed women's theatre 11 indigenous." It is this attitude that theatre exploring
women's lives is indigenous while theatre reflecting male experience is universal ... that must be
dismantled. A project such as Not As Sleepwalkers
produced ... by Artists in Prison Inc., and the
Woman's Building (both in LA) contributes to that
dismantling. Not As Sleepwalkers, a staged reading with music, shared with the public the outgrowth of an intergenerational workshop in which
six women in their sixties and seventies and six
women in their twenties interviewed and shared

12

intimate experiences with one another.
Here were
women speaking with and to women and men without
the filtering perspective of a male writer. The
vocabulary, images and phrasing of women speaking/
singing of women through the theatre are the
poetic contributions of the women's movement to
American social change.l7
Since the formation of the first feminist theatres in
1969, increasing numbers of women have joined together for
the purpose of doing theatre--by, for and about women.

Al-

though the groups vary in member size, organization, repertory, working methods and artistic excellence, they all call
themselves feminist

th~atres.

Jenkins has listed almost 70

such groups that can presently be

identi~ied

across the

country, with groups also in Canada and England.

Their

spontaneous formation--without encouragement, leadership,
or direction from a national organization--makes them an
example of a grass-roots movement seldom witnessed in the
American theatre.

18

Why these theatres formed in such

numbers and why they assumed their diverse and often untraditional characteristics are legitimate questions deserving
consideration.
When the women's movement flourished in the seventies,
it appropriated the theatrical practices popularized by the
new left and the experimental groups of the sixties.
Although history alone is insufficient to explain women's
ready adoption of theatre, it did become an instrument for
symbolic protest which permitted the simultaneous display
of personal and political views while not violating

13

sex-role expectations.

Hence the grass-roots movement.l9

All of the groups share at least two convictions: that
women in this society have been subjected to unfair discrimination based on their gender, and that theatre can provide
at least a partial solution to certain problems arising from
such discrimination.

The definition of various problems to

be solved, the scope of social changes to be sought, and the
mode by which these theatres effect the changes account for
the major differences among them.
Analysis of the groups reveals two types: those which
are intent on promoting women artists in particular, and
those committed to assisting women in general.

The charac-

teristics often overlap, but theatres representing the two
extremes can be identified and compared.
Although few in number, theatres concentrating on the
problems of women artists are usually the older and better
known of the groups.

Feminist theatre for them is primarily

a tactic for showcasing the works of talented women and for
providing employment for women trained in the arts, as well
as presenting plays which depict women in non-stereotyped
ways.

Apart from these characteristics, they are largely

indistinguishable from other professional, commercial or
community theatres.

They tend to receive favorable notice

from the established media, and are usually financially
. t h elr
. permanent b Ul'ld.lngs. 20
secure 1n
Ironically, the term feminist theatre seldom refers to
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this type of organization.

Instead, the term defines the

more numerous and amorphous groups throughout the country
whose aims coincide with those of women's liberationists.
These groups tend to reject the traditional theatrical
structure in favor of collective creation and democratic
working methods.

The distinctions between performers and

spectators are blurred.

The material performed is highly

personal in nature but successfully transformed into
political and economic issues.
The two types of feminist theatres parallel an observable division that exists within the women's movement at
large.

The one is characterized by a moderate stance,

traditional methods, and the willingness to work through
established channels for change.

They stress employment

problems and salary, are organized in traditional ways, and
they assume conservative artistic positions.

On the other

hand, the more radical groups work to change the whole
fabric of society by attacking its attitudes and institutions with revolutionary aims.

They seek to improve the lot

of women in general by opting for leaderless groups that
break down the distinctions between performer and spectator
by jolting the spectators into new ways of looking at
things.

They use "affective as well as logical proof, rely

on leaderless persuasion, resort to 'violations of the
reality structure,' and effect a transaction between the
personal and the political." 21

15

The phenomenon of feminist theatre arose out of a set
of historical circumstances and out of a significant social
movement.

Both the existence and the diverse traits of

these theatres can be explained by viewing them as responses
to particular problems faced by women advocates of equal1' ty.

22

Chapter III
CHARACTERISTICS OF FEMINIST THEATRE

In this investigation, the author discovered that the
feminist theatre movement is seeking its own unique form,
style and content.

It also has developed some interesting

ideas about its relationship to its audience.

Form and Style
Feminist theatre groups are seeking new forms--forms
that are not derived from male-oriented and male-dominated
theatre that now exists.

The formality of a proscenium arch

or other traditional theatre settings are not necessary for
these performances.

Terry Wolverton, who works out of the

Woman's Building, feels, furthermore, that women generally
do not have access to traditional technological methods and,
therefore, little experience in running light boards,
complex sound systems, and so forth.

Traditional technology

would limit women, she concludes, so women have invented new
means to convey their message. 1
Form evolves.

Nothing is ever totally new, but is an

outgrowth of something that went before.

Form in theatre

came out of historically male traditions which women tried
unsuccessfully to work in.

Roberta Sklar of The Women's

Unit in New York feels women were unsuccessful because the
form did not come out of female traditions and experiences.

16

17
If women try to work in forms that do not come out of their
own experiences, "they have to- find ways of extricating
themselves, not from all that they've worked in coming out
of the male tradition, but those portions of it which are
truly the male experience."

2

Sklar suggests that women try to discover the forms
that appeal to women--"the things women experience as
things they need to do." 3

In her own group, analysis of

the socialized emotional composition of women was made and
decisions about directions in which they wanted to work
evolved.

It was decided to spread out one end of the

spectrum of their acting

experienc~

ugliness, aggressiveness, noise.

by working with anger,

They did not label the

experiences as good or bad; rather, it was important to
the women to have them as part of their range.

4

Sklar also describes a change in acting style:
· Another thing was wanting to be able to control
and shape and sharpen how we presented emotions
so that the tension between expressing a highly
charged experience and repressing it to a certain dregee and then sending it out became part
of the ... acting form that was being evolved.s
Lucy Winer of the New York Feminist Theatre sees a
development of a woman's form, but in a direction that
heightens and uses the traditional emotional behavior
patterns of women.

She comments:

We can't use men's forms to express our content ..
. One of the things that can happen with women is

18

the very thing that we've always been told is
wrong with us and we can use it--our emotionalism,
our irrationalism, that whole horrific archetypal
horror picture of the woman. That's how our art
should be--all encompassing ... embracing, not
linear, not clear-cut, not sequential ..• We can
use that surrounding, happening·everywhere, bringing together all kinds of contradictory art
forms, contents, feelings, so that the audience
is really submerged in the experience of being a
woman ... it would be a spectacle that totally
surrounded one so that the audience couldn't
relax, they couldn't be comfortable with what was
happening up there, because they shouldn't be.6

Content
A search for new content also characterizes feminist
theatre groups.

Wolverton feels that non-sexist, feminist

themes predominate with roles that are non-demeaning, nonexploitive and not self-destructive, as too many maleauthored plays ar?.

She goes on to point out that original

material comes out of women's own experiences rather that
being an imposition of patriarchal values and themes.

This

results in a natural collective experience--more positive,
life-affirming, educative and socially responsible.

The

non-traditional, usually collaboratively-written material
she has worked with includes fantasies of women, magic,
spells and participating rituals and chants which are
closer to the very roots of theatre. 7
At times, material deals with less pleasant subjects.
Karen Malpede, of the New Cycle Theatre, gives her views:
Patriarchal theatre has for long been concerned
with showing alienation 1 despair and images of

19

violence and of suffering.
Often, in the greatest of patriarchial plays (Shakespeare, for
instance) sight (or insight) comes at the expense
of the death of a woman (Cordelia being the prime
example).
Feminist theatre as I practice it is
concerned with women surviving and creating new
and human communities out of the wreckage of the
past.8
When2resenting violent themes like child torture,
wife beating and rape, the plays are exploring, not exploiting violence in women's lives.

There is a striking

lack of blood and gore in the presentations.

Even the ex-

perience of rape can be graphically depicted without making
it erotic.

9

Feminist theatre groups claim an ethical responsibility in their presentation of violence--a desire not to
exploit performers' by physically debasing them nor robbing
them of their dignity.

Women use violence not in

celebration, but in outrage.

10

Feminist theatre troupes do not usually employ men in
the acting company, mainly as a practicality.

It also can

be said that leaving men as imaginary projections focuses
the attention on women as actors rather than as reactors.
The troupes want to show the events "from the point of view
of women.

It may be biased, but it's about time." 11
Breakdown of Hierarchy

Another characteristic of feminist theatre is a breakdown of the hierarchy generally used in traditional theatre, resulting in an equal division of labor.

In a typical

20

feminist group, no one is set apart as the dispenser of
duties while being inactive in the labor involved.

With the

edges between performers, technicians, director and playwright blurred, the feeling of everyone participating
equally to accomplish a common goal results.

Since all

members of the group help to build the set, they feel more
a part of it, and it of them.

The same holds true in

constructing costumes and props, in financial obligations,
and in creating the script itself.

All members-have a part

in the total construction of the production.

12

Audience
The relationship of the spectators to the performers
and the performance is another important aspect of feminist
theatre.

The performance is aimed at a specialized audience

and often is presented exclusively for that audience--women.
Even when they admit men, almost all of the women's theatre
groups reserve at least one of their performances of any
given play for women only, and most prefer to play only for
women.
Staunch supporters of the feminist theatre believe that
the general theatre-going audience is male-oriented.
Society in general is male-dominated, and so art has grown
up in male traditions.

They also feel that presenting fem-

inist themes to a mixed audience is inhibiting to performers
and viewers alike.

Performing for an all-female audience
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gives the company greater freedom in developing material
that they might feel uncomfortable portraying to a mixed
audience.

Performers are generally affected by audience

reaction.

When they sense total audience support, the

performance takes on a special and dynamic quality.
The presence of men in the audience also seems to
affect the reaction of the women in the audience.

"When

women come with men, they worry about what the man is
thinking--does he like it or not?

Women often come back on

all-women nights so they can dig it by themselves."

13

Claudette Charbonneau and Lucy Winer of the New York
Feminist Theatre, however, feel that the boisterous "hooray
for our side" response, /which is sometimes elicited on allwomen nights, can work against the audience's full understanding of the play.

They think that the mixed audience

is sometimes more attentive and can pick up things better
than all-women audiences where the women sometimes come with
preconceptions about what the performers are trying to say.
Nevertheless, "when an all-women's audience gets it, they
get it better.

Women have a better opportunity of under-

standing and responding when there aren't men present."

14

Although they are already convinced, the situation does
provide them with reinforcement for ideas already held.
While the idea of a specialized audience for a particular type of theatre generally presupposes an already convinced audience, Roberta Sklar feels that the effect of
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women's theatre groups on the lives of women audience
members may be even more penetrating and long-lasting when
the women are not convinced of the validity of-the ideas
behind the women's movement:
If you say that a woman's (theatre) piece is a
consciousness-raising experience, then you can't
do that so well with women who have already had
the same insight that the performers and creators
have had.
It doesn't do it half so well as when
you're speaking to women who have not been directly involved with the women's movement.l5
The responses of all-female audiences are sometimes
expressed in ways other than during the performance.

Dis-

cussions conducted after the performance, audience members
coming up and speaking individually to one or more of the
performers, and letters received afterwards reflect the
views of the audience.

Generally these responses have

suggested that the performances have brought about change.
They do not merely say, "I felt something," but express
concrete changes; for example, that the responders have been
moved to change their jobs or get into consciousness-raising
groups.

16

Hope for the Future
The hope for the future is that cHanges motivated
through the theatre experiences will play a part in transforming future images of women in generating more support
within the community resulting in increased acceptance and
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participation, and in arousing a greater awareness of
women's experiences and accomplishments.

Chapter IV
FEMINIST THEATRE IN LOS ANGELEB:
SELECTED ORGANIZATIONS AND PRODUCTIONS

Feminist theatre groups exist in many cities, and Los
Angeles provides a base for a number of them.

Some of

these groups maintain themselves by touring to colleges and
universities, women's centers, prisons and other places
throughout the United States, Canada and even Europe.
This study involves examining a representative sampling
of the groups located in the Los Angeles area.

The informa-

tion was gathered from a questionnaire-type letter mailed
to all known groups in California.

Several letters were

returned unopened, and the author assumes that those groups
are now defunct.

Some letters were answered, referring the

author to other addresses and persons to contact, since the
addressee was no longer involved or the group was in an
inactive state.

Some group members responded with personal

or telephone interviews.

Others were in the middle of

productions, but did mail descriptive information about the
group and its productions, as well as encouragement and
support for the project.

Still others did not acknowledge

the letter at all, and so past articles about them were used
to construct descriptions.

The author hopes that this

representation will give the reader an idea of what has
happened and what currently is happening in feminist
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theatre in the Los Angeles area.

Women In Theatre
One of the most important recent contributions to feminist theatre

o~iginated

in the Los Angeles area in 1978.

Many previous theatre organizations have represented a
minority group of people desiring effective recognition
through the solidarity of an assemblage, pooling resources,
talents and energy within their own community.

This group,

however, is comprised of and designed to benefit the only
minority in society that is, in fact, the majority--women.
Women In Theatre (WIT) was conceived during a Los
Angeles Theatre Association conference in the spring of 1978
by several women who are involved in the myriad aspects of
theatre.

The most frequently asked questions during this

conference concerned the role of women in theatre today.

So

many questions and issues were raised, in fact, that it was
unanimously decided that the time for an organization to investigate these topics was long overdue.
against women in theatre a problem?
prove the image of women in plays?

Is discrimination

What can be done to imIs there a way for women

to assist each other in their careers?

These and other

questions are being explored at the monthly meetings of WIT.
After numerous organizational problems and meetings concerned with the identity and function of WIT, the present
horizontal structure emerged.

Rather than using a
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hierarchical set-up from a president on down, a wheel-like
Board of Directors was decided upon.

Each of the ten spokes

of the wheel, headed by a spokesperson, oversees the workings of that particular branch.

The ten spokes are:

1. Action Committee (Susan Krebs) - advocates and works
toward equal opportunities for full participation of
women in the theatre community.
2. Public Relations/Media (Paulette Liebman) - establishes the image of WIT by presenting its aims and
activities to the general public.
3. Arts Organizations (Cyndi Turtledove) - functions as
a liaison to theatre arts organizations and provides
an interchange 0f information as well as alliances
with these groups.
4. Workshops (Frolic Taylor) - creates events that meet
the needs of the members, including information and
mutually supportive exchanges which help develop
talents and skills, to ensure the powerful participation of women in theatre.

The current ongoing

workshops include:
a. Writer's Workshop

provides free space for

playwrights to read and discuss their work and
to share the experience of writing.
b. Support Workshop - provides a continuous validating environment through support and interaction of the other participants to enable a
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member to purge past negative experiences and
learn to operate with pride, integrity, and
sensitivity within the theatrical community.
c. Improvisation Workshop - includes improvisational exercises designed to help increase
sensitivity on stage, release inhibitions and
develop imagination and creativity.
5. Union/Labor Relations {Estelle Busch) - functions as
a liaison to the women's committee of labor unions
to support and contribute to their efforts.
6. Communications/Newsletter (Gail Browne) - provides
monthly communication to membership about WIT events
and issues pertaining to women's contribution to
theatre.
7. Correspondence and Records/Membership (Sheriden
Thomas) - maintains a current file of members

pro~

ficient in the various theatre arts skills, and also
a narrative record of WIT activities.
8. Financial Records

(Ginger Roth) - provides a current

report of all WIT income and expenditures, a list of
paid members, and is responsible for the checkbook.
9. Fundraising (Susan Goldstein) - encourages financial
support, solicits donations, secures grants from the
arts community and organizes money-making events to
benefit WIT.
10. Special Projects (Beverly Michaels-Cohn) - provides
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members as well as the theatrical community at large
with lively, informative and entertaining special
programs by professionals who.can share their
experience and provide insight into the total
theatrical experience. 1
WIT, which has a non-profit status, is above all else a
service organization.

In its own words:

Women In Theatre is a network of people from all
areas of the theatrical community united to focus,
reinforce and advocate woman's vital contribution
to theatre. WIT provides a system of mutual
support which includes the development of individual skills, resources and information. While WIT
is concerned with the state of theatre arts in
general, it is specifically designed to promote
both the awareness and the utilization of woman's
expertise in ~11 facets of the theatrical arena.2
WIT's monthly general meetings include sharing

announc~

ments and calendar items important to the group, as well as
a guest speaker.

The WIT Newsletter, which is published

monthly, informs members of events and provides an outlet
for opinions, articles and feedback.

The workshops are

perhaps the strongest feature of the organization because
they bring women together in a spirit of mutual learning and
understanding.
A membership reception held at the Los Angeles Actors
Theatre (LAAT) on 26 March 1979, was the group's "first
really big outreach event, its first statement to the
cornrnunity," 3 according to Frolic Taylor, special projects
organizer.

Over 200 women and several men filled LAAT for a
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program which included an introductory history of WIT,
descriptions of each of the committees' functions by the
spokesperson, volunteer recruitment, and a skit entitled
The Globe, performed by members of War Babies, a comedy
improvisational_group that works out of

Th~

Cast Theater.

Finally, an open forum was conducted in which announcements
were made and ideas generated.

The author, who attended

this reception, found it to be a well-prepared and wellorganized presentation swiftly moving into a culmination at
the open forum where women verbally expressed the sense of
purpose conveyed by WIT.

There was a pervasive atmosphere

of energy and solidarity suggesting that there were women
who really understand and are actually trying to find
answers.

There were clear expressions of women's need to

have the same opportunities men have to succeed or fail.
It would appear that this knowledgeable and cohesive group,
with their enthusiasm and support, will accomplish their
goals.

4

Synthaxis Theatre
The Synthaxis Theatre Foundation is a successful group
that has staged over thirty productions based on the work of
known and unknown writers (usually women), and has a woman
playwright-in-residence.

Critics have called Synthaxis

unabrasively feminist, a friendly and wholesome home for the
avant-garde, and an advocate of my-house-is-your-house.
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Cyndi Turtledove, artistic director since the theatre
started in 1972, has called herself "the axis in Synthaxis,"
and says her group's ethos is "humanistic process theatre."
Women are important to Turtledove.

5

With an MFA in

directing from UCLA, she says she watched while graduating
men landed jobs in the theatre and graduating women went into teaching because "that's where the only opportunities for
women were.

If getting an MFA while raising a son by

her~~

self wasn't enough to sensitize her to the struggle women
face, that was." 6
To direct at all, let alone direct her own way, Turtledove realized that she would have to create a company from
the ground up.

Synthax:is Theatre and its "process method"

(the theatre's name is a coined word suggesting creativity
generating collectively from a dynamic central point),
reflecting Turtledove's viewpoint is the result.

Synthaxis'

philosophy states that through improvisational theatre games
a process of confrontation can begin that ends in personal
liberation.
Turtledove's philosophy regarding feminism is also an
important part of the group:
Cyndi's feminism is based on something deeply
ingrained in her personal and theatrical experience. She is the enemy of anything that shuts
down, closes in, or boxes up human beings. She
wholly rejects that which is given, static; all of
the sanctions that prevent people from being,
experiencing and acting on all the things that
human beings are or could be.
She hates the assigned roles in society that
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lock up living, breathing people--male and female
--in tight little boxes marked, woman, man,
mother, girl-friend, husband, supervisor.?
On the wall of her living room is a sign that reads: "A
mother is not a person to lean on; rather, she is a person
who makes leaning unnecessary."

The word "mother" has been

crossed out and the word "director," which is a more
inclusive and fitting word, is substituted for it.

Turtle-

dove's approach is uniquely female because the foundation of
her approach is love and respect for the performers and the
audience.
Among

~uccessful

productions staged by Synthaxis were

Brecht's Good Woman of Setzuan, as well as premier produc,'

tions of plays by talented local women playwrights.

Its

longest run is an original adaptation of Norman Juster's
children's classic, The Phantom Tollbooth, which started in
1974 and is still running.

This author was in the original

cast, rotating between more than ten characters.

In the

production, the lead role of Milo was played by a woman.
Synthaxis has experimented more than other local companies
by putting women in traditional male roles, as in its 1977
productions of The Tempest and Aristophanes' Plutus.
The Tempest had a few liberties taken with it.

Prior

to curtain, the audience was taken on a tour through "the
ship" to meet the passengers who were heading for the
tempest.

This was a clever ploy to enable the audience to

familiarize themselves with the cast (Shakespeare does
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confound the audience with dozens of characters at times) .
The roles originally played by men were played by women.
(After all, if men played women's roles in Shakespeare's
time ... )

Rex Benson, reviewing the production, described

the actress in the role of Prospero as "delicious," the
other performers variously as "remarkable," "excellent," and
"comedically terrific," and the production "a must see for
Shakespeare afficianados and especially for all aspiring
actors." 8
Financial problems have always plagued Synthaxis,
depriving them of a permanent location, and causing constant
shifts in company personnel.

Further, since they travel to

perform at festivals, schools, clubs, churches, caberet and
dinner theaters, they would be forbidden Equity-waiver status.

Thus, the group uses "nonunion professionals" and pays

each a predetermined share of each night's box office.

This

method of payment is unique in Los Angeles. 9
Another unique feature of the group is its workshops
for children.

Dixie Myers relates an episode where she and

her daughter joined Synthaxis' drama workshop for children
at a park in Pasadena, and how Turtledove handled the most
difficult and bored participants by giving back in seriousness the sometimes flip remarks they gave her.

By the end

of the session, everyone was playing--parents, and children,
ages four to forty-two--and making a show together. 10
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Public Works
Public Works, the resident improvisational group at The
Church in Ocean Park in the Santa Monica district, was composed of women only.

They used their own personal family

histories as raw material to develop Purse Strings.

Its

theme is women and money--how today's and yesterday's women
dealt with it--in a series of sad and funny sketches from
then and now.

A variety of topics in a variey of times and

places formed the basis for the performance, but the main
theme related to money was always present as a subtext.

It

focused on ways in which a woman gets enough money to survive and still keep her dignity and sanity while coping as
best she can.
The six members of Public Works portrayed six mothers
at different times of life, and also their six grown
daughters as housewives, mothers, a counterculture teacher,
an actress, an actor's agent, and two blue-collar workers.
They showed the parallel between the generations, the kinship of mother and daughter.

"The best scenes are about

women being friends and talking each other's language." 12
Deep psychological insights were not sought; but, according
to Lyn Jensen, they were not needed because "the experiences
of these characters are familiar to all of us and strike a
chord of empathy and understanding." 13
The play, an improvisational work created spontaneously
over a period of six months, was used as a fundraiser for
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the NOW Feminist Talent Task Force.

Public Works, a state-

chartered non-profit corporation, was awarded a grant to
tour with Purse Strings in 1977-78.

There is no indication

that the group continues to function.

The Waitresses
On 25 April 1978, a week-long series of performances
about women and waitressing opened in Los

Angeles~

Coordin-

ated by Jerri Allyn, Leslie Belt, Jane Wildness, Patty Nicklaus, Anne Gauldin and Denise Yarfitz, the piece addressed
the issue of working women, stereotypes, sexual harrassment
on the job and "service" jobs.

Workshops, panels and dis-

cussions occured at var;ous feminist organizations, includ.

~ng

t h e Woman i s

'ld.~ng.. 14

Bu~

The Waitresses are a group of

feminist women artists who "waitressed" and then joined together to make theatre from their experiences.

Their

productions include guerilla theatre, performances in restaurants and galleries dressed in their uniforms, and
healing rituals.

The six women in the company agree that

the waitress is a metaphor for the universal position of
women.

While working together, they discovered four main

areas of stereotypes: 1) waitress/mother/nurturer,servant/
slave, sex object; 2) women and work; 3) women and money;
4) sexual harrassment. 15

Leslie Belt comments:

It's really incredible how women relate to us.
For one, everyone we know who's seen the performance has increased their tipping ... We reach
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people who would never go to a gallery, and we
reach people who go to galleries but in different
ways. We've started including video and expanding
our form, broadcasting the concept of art, making
art more accessible to people, especially to
women.l6
The Waitresses have performed internationally and are
planning a cross-cultural performance event focusing on the
sexual harrassment of women in various employment
situations.

In June 1979, they will perform at the Fifth

Annual Southwest Labor Conference at Dominguez Hills.
According to Belt, "We are reaching an audience who really
need us." 17

T~rry

Wolverton

A unique leader of feminist theatre is Terry Wolverton,
who works as a director, producer, performer out of the
Woman's Building in downtown Los Angeles.

She does not work

with an established company; rather, when she has an idea,
she gets the word out through the media and participants
suddenly appear.

The members select themselves: if they

agree to the contract Wolverton draws up for the production
and are willing to commit themselves to total involvement,
they are part of the group.

18

The contract is part of the "Inform-hers Packet" given
to each person appearing to audition.

It describes the

vision of the production, the process involved, finances,
legalities, and the responsibilities of each member of the
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producing unit.

In many similar groups, participants drop

out for various reasons: a more attractive offer (maybe
paid) elsewhere; loss of interest in the production; confusion as to what is expected of

~hem;

and so forth.

Wol-

verton finds that if they are presented with a legal document beforehand, potential participants realize the importance of committing themselves.

The contract clearly

states when and where all rehearsals and workshops will be
and what will be done at each session, as well as listing a
complete performance schedule and call times.

Financial

obligations, reflecting the total cost of the production
figured in advance, require that each participant makes an
equal monetary investmept, with the understanding that any
remainder will be divided among them after all expenses are
paid.

All participants receive authorship credits for

their individual creative contributions.

However, the

copyright for each play is held by Wolverton.
Wolverton's expectations are listed in the contract:
That all women will honor their contracts.
That participants will attend all sessions and
will arrive on time.
That this will be a priority commitment for all
participants--that means not only showing up,
but bringing your best energy to the group.
That women will fulfill outside assignments.
That women will participate in all workshop
activities, even if they are scarey or something you've never done before, or don't like
to do.
That women remain open, honest and committed to
working out whatever comes up in the group,
even if it's painful or frightening or makes
you angry.
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That participants freely contribute their
creativity, their feedback and their constructive criticism.l9
A contract is signed by each participant and by Wolverton.

The contract's clear statement of obligation leaves

little doubt as to what is expected of each participant.
The equally clear statement of the producer's obligations
provides the kind of assurance that enables participants to
commit themselves totally to the

project~

This mutual

agreement, then, creates a basis for trust; and, it appears
to be an exceptionally well-thought-out method for ensuring
a good production.

The contract originated with Oral Her-

story and has worked out so well that Wolverton intends to
use it for every future production.
Wolverton started out in traditional theatre as an
actress at the age of fourteen at Cass Technical High
School in Detroit, and founded the Toronto Feminist Theatre
Troupe in 1973.

She became involved in the women's move-

ment and discovered that there seemed to be no place for
feminists in traditional forms of theatre.
"I had to leave my woman's self behind.

She comments:

The roles were all

demeaning and imposed by hierarchal and patriarchal values.
Women have had to actually split themselves in two." 20
In her frustration at not finding meaningful and substantial roles, she broke away and started using her own
ideas and techniques in implementing productions.

But

Something is Wrong With the Princess was collaboratively
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created with Lucy Winer for the Toronto Feminist Theatre
Troupe.

This was followed by The Woman's Show--a one-woman

production consisting of a collection of feminist literature.

The Troupe's last production was Rights, by Maureen

Duffy, and Monster, by Robin Morgan, which were both
oriented toward feminist issues.

These three productions

explored three different kinds of feminist theatre: a
collaboratively-written work, a recitation of literature,
and two scripted plays.
Wolverton then taught a class in feminist theatre at
Thomas Jefferson College in Grand Rapids, Michigan, in
1975, and organized The Scarlet Women Troupe.

A production

entitled Indecent Acts,,, a collection of feminist literature
written by the Troupe and by other woman authors was pro-:duced at the college.

The work articulated many of the

taboos about women: menstruation, incest, aging, metaphorical cannibalism--and broke through them. 21
In 1977, after coming to Los Angeles, she co-directed
A Woman's Honor: A Play About Rape with Ann Shannon, which
was sponsored by the Los Angeles Feminist Theatre.

Working

mostly in the Lesbian Art Project based at the Woman's
Building for the last three years, Wolverton has a deep
desire to collaborate with other women and address the
silence within them that perpetuates "self-imposed
erasure." 22
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Lesbian Art Project
The Lesbian Art Project has been a three-year, multifaceted exploration of the history and meaning of lesbian
art- and lesbian sensibility.

Its work encompasses research

and study, organization and action, artistic expression,
Sapphic education, communication, development of process,
theory and celebration.

The Project names and honors the

strong lesbian presence at the Woman's Building as providing a major contribution toward the model of a women's
working community and as a crucial aspect of women's culture.

It provides a context through which the lesbian art

community can organize and express itself individually,
collaboratively and collectively.
The first two years' activities of the Project have
included research, writing, worksharing, ·salons, dialogues,
workshops, an educational program, two theatre productions,
celebratory events and art exhibitions.

During 1979-80,

which is the culminating year of the Project, members will
engage in the creation (writing, editing, designing and
publishing) of a book which will illuminate lesbian art and
sensibility through:
Sharing the story of the Lesbian Art Project
Including the words and images of lesbian
creators
Investigating the art of lesbians in our
community and elsewhere
Presenting our theories of lesbian culture and
sensibility
Providing resource material
Creating our form and content to spark and

l
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reflect our subject. 23
The project is co-directed by Arlene Raven, a feminist
art historian and one of the founders of the Woman's
Building and the Feminist Studio Workshop, and Terry
Wolverton.
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Femina: an IntraSpace Voyage
Five months of collaborative work yielded an experimental theatre piece focusing on·a group of women who leave
Earth using telepathic and psychic powers to construct a
women's Utopia on a planet named Femina.

A feminist

science fiction play, Femina: an IntraSpace Voyage, does
not concern itself with technological hardware, as many
recent futuristic theatre and film pieces have done.
Rather, it shows that the universe is a part of our own
bodies as we are of it, and that it is created from deep
within ourselves by turning the inside out like a mobius
strip.

It is a female vision, since women are the creators

of life itself.

25

The play concerns a group of individuals from different backgrounds and witn different visions, unifying around
a single purpose.

It is also about the real power result-

ing from a concentrated pooling of energy.
Femina was based on an idea from a short story written
by Terry Wolverton in 1975, who also co-directed with Ann
Shannon.

The play was not scripted when the cast was

l
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assembled, but material evolved and was developed through
months of intensive workshops using fantasy exercises,
guided meditations, improvisation, movement, consciousnessraising and problem-solving techniques.

A great deal of

time was spent on process; and, led by Wolverton and
Shannon, the women were encouraged to dare to create their
own visions of the future.
Several issues were raised in this process: the
necessity of women to break away from the Earth (society's
rules); the anxiety of leaving the familiar (patriarchal
structure) for the exhiliration and terror of the unknown
(new values); commitment and interdependence from other
women (not relying on males for support for strength); how
differences are resolved to create a common vision (a
harmonious, peaceful matriarchal society).

Other issues

included the possibilities of psychic space travel, the
problems of reproduction on a planet without men, and what
kind of feminist society would be ideal.
The spectators of this event, which took place on the
third floor of the Woman's Building in June 1978, were
greeted on the first floor stairs by a video tape of
"ovlial" thinking (as opposed to linear thinking) which
described the energy that is generated from the ovaries.
As the journey progressed, the spectators reached the
second floor stairway containing a museum of objects that
the cast and crew had selected as part of their personal
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selves and experiences in the production to be transported
to the planet Femina.

A request was made for the specta-

tors to add personal objects of their own to be transported
to the new society of Femina.

The spectators then watched

the performers being prepared for their trip.

A guide ex-

plained all these happenings preparing the spectators for
the event and encouraging them to say goodbye to the
travelers in any way they wished to launch them on their
journey.
The object of this preparation was to enable the
audience to experience Femina through all the senses and to
take the journey along with the cast.

A production crew of

local environmental art,ists, sculptors, musicians, choreographers and designers were assembled to create the fantasy
environment for Femina with a spectrum of multi-media
happenings.

Wolverton requested that they create a set

that was an artwork in which they could perform.
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The eight-woman crew of the undertaking of the
journey to Femina was brave and optimistic.

Their cry was,

"Ovo!" proclaiming encouragement, reassurance and faith, as
well as being the code word of those who had left for the
planet.

They were committed to creative transformation and

to the future--a better future for women.
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An Oral Herstory of Lesbianism
As with Femina, the cast of An Oral Herstory of
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Lesbianism was assembled specifically for the production.
Thirteen women collaborated to create the script of this
experimental lesbian theatre piece, and to share with other
women "the true stories of our lives," according to director-producer, Terry Wolverton.
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The project was part of the Lesbian Art Project educational program, organized to explore the history and
meaning of lesbian culture and lesbian sensibility.

One of

the biggest obstacles to creating lesbian culture is the
homophobia internalized in the patriarchy.

The hatred and

fear of being "queer," alien, outside, leads lesbians to
mistrust their perceptions, remain isolated from one another, and to erase

the~selves

by editing their experi-

ences, hiding their pain, growth and feelings.

"My hope

for An Oral Herstory of Lesbianism," continues Wolverton,
"is that we will create a vision of who lesbians really
are; to cut through myths and stereotypes to our real
uniqueness and specialness." 29
The ten-week rehearsal period consisted of weekly
workshops, each of which focused on a different topic related to lesbian experience: sexuality, roles, mothers and
daughters, body- and self-image, relationships, separatism
and others.

Incorporating consciousness-raising, body

awarness and movement, improvisational acting and psychic
meditation techniques, through the process of self-exploration and mutual disclosure, the group created the content
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of Oral Herstory.
The performance reached back to the very roots of
theatre: storytelling and magic, which gave it a ritual
quality with encouraged audience participation.

The cast

remained open to change throughout the performance so that
each show was unique in itself.

The interconnections of

the performers, through trust and interdependency, and the
testing of those bonds in creating a tangible product together, and finally sharing those relationships and experiences with an audience of women necessitated flexibility
and growth on the part of the group.

It was collaborative

lesbian experimental theatre resulting in an honest and
intimate sharing of

th~

true stories of their lives and an

affirmation of the lesbian Self:
The importance of lesbians sharing our lives
is rooted in our silenced history. We have often
said, "We have no models" because the voices of
our foresisters have been erased or misnamed.
Here we declare we will not be mute, invisible ...
Claiming our experience as our herstory is a step
towards creating the future.30
The author, attending the performance 4 May 1979, at
the Woman's Building, found it to be a taboo-shattering
revelation of lesbian sensibility.

This impression was

shared by the producer, who also felt that the women in the
audience appeared to feel the healing in this ritual celebration, perhaps leaving the event with greater joy for
their identity and love for women. 31
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Artists in Prison and Other Places
Within the California Institution for Women at
Frontera (CIW) and the Terminal Island Prison (TI) is a population of prisoners that is angry, tense and alienated.
An outside group of professional actors and directors,
Artists in Prison and Other Places, come in to release
prisoners' tensions and encourage self-expression through
workshops and theatre.
Doris Baizley, who helped workshop members at CIW

say~

"We're giving these people a technique for talking about
what's going on in their lives.

~en

they get out, if they

can keep that voice, maybe things will change." 32
Acting workshops ih prison look pretty much like workshops anywhere else.

The participants are serious about

what they are doing, yet there is a lot of laughter and a
friendly informality.

One inmate commented that it takes

the boredom out of doing life in prison and is a lot better
than getting high ever was.

Another feels that the work-

shop is the first experience that has ever allowed her to
open up.

She has discovered that she wants to learn all

33
. h t1ng.
.
a b out 1 1g
The workshop at CIW did not start out with a production in mind.

Getting a show on at all is more difficult

in a prison than in a theater.

People drop out, are put in

solitary confinement or are released.

Also, the prison ad-

ministration is responsible for various details like props,
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which must be requisitioned individually.
Still, projects are produced.

The improvisational

Convictions was the first to be presented at TI, as well as
Jump Street, and Lines was performed at CIW in April 1977,
with Not As Sleepwalkers being performed in the summer of
that year.
Producing director, Susan Loewenberg, states that
although she does not consider the group a feminist theatre
group,

"we are, naturally, feminists and the themes that we

persue in our work deal largely with women and women's
problems."
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Usually supported by various grants, Artists in Prison
has recently been funded for a program called The New Space
Workshop at the Los Angeles Actors Theater, where released
inmates and actors will work together on projects.

Artists

in Prison also conducts workshops and produces plays with
people in other community and social institutions.

Feminist Art Workers
Founded in 1976, the Feminist Art Workers, including
Nancy Angelo, Cheri Gaulke, Laurel Klick, and Candace
Compton, who left the group to be replaced by Vanalyne
Green, work collaboratively in feminist education and performance art on many different levels.

In a variety of

lectures, performances, workshops and tours, they use their
skills "as facilitators to sensitize and inform audiences
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through guided fantasies, consciousness-raising, journal
exercises and other shared activities which contribute to
the audience becoming an active participant in the building
o f a women 1 s art

•

commun~ty.

n35

This appears to be in sharp

contrast to the usual passive audience structuring of traditional theatrical performances.
Journeying to Malta to the Tarzien Temple and Hypogeum
to explore the ancient world of the. Mother Goddess and
women's experience in ritual, Gaulke commented after her
interpretive performance of Hans Christian Anderson's The
Red Shoes, symbolizing women's enslaved sexuality, that
"she was overwhelmed at the hospitality and warmth with
which the Maltese peopl7 greeted the performance."
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Gaulke discusses this symbolism:
In China, where footbinding was an erotic custom,
mothers bound the feet of their daughters; in
America mothers teach their daughters to wear
sexy high heels ... Often women's shoes are not
only protection for the feet or vehicles for
travel, but are a kind of bondage and actual
limitation to travel which is culturally imposed
through the fashion industry ... The foot mythologically symbolizes spirituality; the wounded heel
is a spiritual wound ... Feet are also a mythological symbol of intuitive knowledge. Without a
balanced connection with the earth and with the
bondage we have experienced, women have been cut
off from knowing their own power.
In literary
history feet have symbolized a woman's sexuality.
By taking control of our feet we are reclaiming
the power of female sexuality.37
Each woman in FAW contributes a different aspect of
her struggle with being female.

A recurring theme in their
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imagery is the interaction of their personas as an art form:
the nun, the whore, the good girl, and the forever objectified and maligned "pussy cat."

Green commen-t;:s:

Through the interaction of these characters women
see for example, that you can be 'catty' and yet
be in strong and supportive feminist relationships.
The nun and the whore can co-exist.
Taken a step further, the role models within us
when made visible, can be turned from societal
conditioning into a creative process of transformation and magic." .. Instead of repressing ourselves into an old mode of what a woman 'should'
be, we support our survival as alive beings who
are letting go, revealing and trusting our own
process and creativity.38
Future plans for the group include a performance tour
on the east coast, and a co-teaching program at the
Feminist Workshop in late 1979.

The Rise of the Fates
Probably one of the most unconventional productions
recently staged in Los Angeles was the annual Hallowmas
festival in 1976 and 1977, which was celebrated with productions of The Rise of the Fates, a religious comedy.
Written and directed by Zsuzsanna Budapest, who founded the
Susan B. Anthony Coven #1, Dianic-cult witches in Venice,
the production celebrated the beginning of the new year
which, for them, occurs during the annual Halloween weekend.
"The play, through comedy, dance and historicalpolitical 'agit-prop, shows the struggle of women's gods
L5igJ and women's consciousness to rise again." 39

The plot
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of the one-act

pla~

... centered around the creation of the future-through the eyes of the just-born Nymph of 1977.
The Nymph was bolstered in her journey by visits
from feminist heroines Amelia Earhart, Emmaline
Pankhurst, Sojourner Truth, Susan B. Anthony, and
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, each offering a wisdom
from her struggles.40
The script was written with a clear view of political
and religious goals.

z,

as she prefers to be called, feels

that the play is sacred and was "given" to her by the
Goddess of Freedom.

The parts of the foremothers were

fashioned from the writings of real women, although in
performance these characters appeared as though "reborn."
Funds raised were slated for the Shrine of the- Womon
Divine, a place where Goddess-oriented spiritual
.

.

.

act~v~t~es

can ta k e p 1 ace. 41

Other California Feminist Theatre Groups
Although no response to the questionnaire was
received from the following groups, which are either
defunct, inactive or chose not to participate, four of
them were listed in Ms. in an artiqle by Lillian
Perinciolo:
The Bread and Roses Theatre of Los Angeles was established in March 1973.

The members are a chapter of

the LA Women's Liberation Union who write their own material about women's issues.

They perform at colleges,
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rallies, teachers' conventions and consciousness-raising
groups, always trying to engage the audience in discussions
about the issues raised in their performances.
The Los Angeles Feminist Theatre is a group of about
twenty women, children and men who use their own material
and other works dealing with all aspects of feminism.
Founded in 1970, they perform at colleges, churches, and
various theaters.
The Orange County Feminist Theatre, also established
in 1970, consists of twenty-one performers who move out
from their home base at the Unitarian Church in Orange
County to perform for college, feminist and convention
audiences.

Myth America--How Far Have You Really Come?

started in 1970 as a Mother's Day skit and has evolved,
using material ranging from biblical passages to current
feminist writings.
The Ventura Feminist Theatre uses original scripts
and improvisational talent to tour college campuses
throughout California.

Mae Canaga, director, said they

began using puppets because a puppet is an instant metaphor
for a traditional woman.

The 26-member group, founded in

1972, is now reorganized and does humanized theatre.
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The Theatre of Process Theatre, founded in 1975,
consists of about twenty members who perform established
plays as well as original material.

Their goal is to

provide a place where women can express a smorgasbord of
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talents.

TOPT, which up to now has only been located in

Santa Barbara, will be doing a repertory season both there
and in Los Angeles in the summer of 1979.

The Santa

Barbara show includes eat's Cradle, A Divided King and In
Circles.

For the Los Angeles show, Cameos, Doll's House

and an improvisational piece entitled This Is It will be
presented. 43
According to an article in The Lesbian News, Theatre
of the Other Window was organized in 1977.

They sought

original scripts dealing with a pro-gay (women and men)
lifestyle with a feminist consciousness.

Deborah Rose, the

founder of the company, said they wanted not only to offer
quality entertainment to the gay community, but also act as
an outreach to the' non-gay public.
11

They did not enact a

rose-colored" view of gay life, but were concerned with

society's negative conception of the gay lifestyle and
feminist consciousness.

The group, consisting of women and

men, gave several fundraising productions to support the
No on 6 Committee fighting the Briggs Anti-Homosexual
Schoolworkers Initiative on the November 1978 ballot (which
incidently, was defeated).

The group is now disbanded. 44

The Found Theatre in Long Beach has produced You
Should Have Told Her (Looking At It From Here), a collec.
t IOn
of

f em1n1s
. . t -or1ente
.
d p1eces
.
b y contemporary art1sts
.
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and Personal Recollections of Joan of Arc, from the Mark
Twain nove1.

46

Women's Process Theatre in Venice is an
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improvisational workshop dealing with feelings using a
feminist perspective. 47

The Mothertongue Theatre Company

of San Francisco, responding to the letter, is now in the
process of reorganizing.

The Maidenhair Truth and Comedy

Theatre of Oakland did not respond.

Chapter V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary
It seems apparent that feminists are working to devise
new kinds of theatre.

By rejecting what they consider to

be male-oriented technology, rules and values, they are
creating theatre that is part of women and that women
understand.
is wrong.

This is not to say that all male technology
Men have been subjected to the same antiquated

and unfair rules that women have been.

Nevertheless, to

many, those rules definitely promote male superiority and
advancement.

What the groups hope to make evident is that

it is time for a change.
forever.

The old rules will not apply

They seem to apply less now since the recent

rise of the women's movement.
Proponents of the feminist theatre feel that the
rigid rules set down by the Greek philosophers have been
too closely adhered to, that the ancient and basic roots
of theatre were far less structured, more personal,
involving relating and acting out personal experiences and
legends through song, dance, magic and ritual.

Their

activities in theatre reflect a philosophy that seems to
say that women are going back to the basics again.
Perhaps women are responsible for originating theatre back
in the caves of early civilization to pass the time while
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making clothing and utensils and inventing tools to help
them in the fields of crops they raised.

Perhaps they

shared the joy and pain of childbirth and the loss of
children and loved ones, of past experiences of relationships between women and women, and women and men, of
priestesses' rituals and chants, all in a theatrical way.
It appears that women are returning to the form of
theatre that seems to have been taken away from the --a
kind of theatre that is part of their history and experiences.

The feminist theatre that is evolving is simple

and basic.

Its proponents wish to take theatre back to

its origins and make it more meaningful as a simple,
fundamental expression of inner feelings to relate to/
inform/entertain others.

Conclusions
Women's theatre could be said to be a phenomenon of
the last decade.

In her exploration of the styles and

sounds of women-oriented music, Kay Gardner, feminist
recording artist, composer, conductor, flutist, and
founder of the New England Women's Symphony, presents some
ideas that are equally applicable to all the arts:
Female creativity and sensitivity are the
products of ~omen's cultur~. What women are
doing is redefining beauty. We're getting into
our psychic abilities--intuition, which heretofore has been ridiculed--and we're getting in
touch with our ancient powers of healing. The
world needs it--men's cultures haven't given it. 1
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William O'Neil further states:
... if women are to be free they must engage
in the kind of radical and profound analysis
of themselves, their social context, and their
possibilities which has ~een so conspicuously
absent up to this point.
Ashley Montagu comments:
..• women should be given equal opportunities to
realize their natural potentialities within
the social milieu.3
And Beverly Dvorett, founder of the Artists Repertory
theatre believes:
Women in theatre are among the luckiest in the
world ... It's one of the few areas where we're
desperately needed.4
Growth in feminist theatre has been marked by exploration and experimentation out of which a tradition may
evolve.

Women need models to know it is possible for them

to accomplish their goals.

What the author has attempted

to do is provide an examination of a sampling of the
creative work being done by women in theatre, and to
examine the relationship of that work to feminist attitudes
to further the knowledge available for study.

It might

prove valuable as a compilation of what was going on in
this area of theatre in the Los Angeles area during the
1970's.
Further in-depth research of the groups, productions,
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persons involved and their thoughts about the subject1 is
needed.

Looking back at the decade, much has been

accomplished by and for women in theatre, although
inequality continues.
still awesome.

Looking ahead, the challenges are

American women in theatre have the

opportunity, for example, to reduce racism. and classism
in American theatre, because of the bonding that women
know that crosses race and class.

"Within that immense

challenge lies most of the specific problems yet to be
met by women in theatre."

5

This study attempted to

provide some background knowledge necessary to accomplish
feminist goals in theatre and in society in general.
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